A tribute to handicraft and common sense
How can we make your life at home more comfortable with knowledge of how people lived in the past? One way is to be inspired by traditional handicraft. Like designers Tina Christensen and Kai Legaard when they created BONDHOLMEN. Every detail in the series is a tribute to common sense from past times. It’s many small things together that make the modern outdoor life a little easier and more sustainable.

Durable material with natural feel
All products in the BONDHOLMEN series are made of high-quality, sustainably sourced eucalyptus. Eucalyptus is a durable, hard wood type suitable for outdoor use since it is compact and has a naturally high oil content that helps protect against weather and wind, drying out and mold. The gray-colored surface in several layers makes all pieces even more durable for outdoor use and also makes them blend into the outdoor surroundings.
Dining combinations

**Room for four.** The round shape of the table makes it great for socializing since everyone can see each other.

This combination $425 293.304.82  
This combination gray stained with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN chair pads, anthracite $525 993.305.44

**Shopping list:**
- BONDHOLMEN Table, gray stained. Ø42½" 1 pc
- BONDHOLMEN Armchair, gray stained 4 pcs
- JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA or HÅLLÖ 19⅝×19⅝" Chair pads 4 pcs

**A place in the shade.** The hole in the middle of the table top keeps your umbrella in place. The legs can easily be folded in to make the table easier to store.

This combination $663 393.240.13  
This combination with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN Chair pads, anthracite $813 893.285.32

**Shopping list:**
- BONDHOLMEN Table, gray stained, 235×90 cm 1 pc
- BONDHOLMEN Armchair, gray stained 6 pcs
- JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSON/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA or HÅLLÖ 19⅝×19⅝" Chair pads 6 pcs
Lounging combinations

**Relaxing nook.** Relax also on smaller spaces in BONDHOLMEN armchair with comfy cushions.
**This combination with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back cushion,** anthracite $180 593.207.64
**This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back cushion,** beige $160 093.208.46

**Shopping list:**
- BONDHOLMEN Armchair 1 pc
- JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA or HÅLLÖ Seat cushion 24⅜×24⅜” 1 pc
- JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA Back cushion 24⅜×17⅜”, or HÅLLÖ back cushion 24×17” 1 pc

**For one or two.** Stretch out and take a nap or spend time with your favorite person in BONDHOLMEN loveseat with comfy cushions.
**This combination with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back cushion,** anthracite $359 493.207.88
**This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back cushion,** beige $319 493.237.39

**Shopping list:**
- BONDHOLMEN Loveseat 1 pc
- JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA or HÅLLÖ Seat cushion 24⅜×24⅜” 1 pc
- JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA Back cushion 24⅜×17⅜”, or HÅLLÖ back cushion 24×17” 2 pcs

**A living room under the open skies.** Cozy armchairs, a generous coffee table and a comfortable sofa – create a comfy outdoor living room with BONDHOLMEN 4-seat conversation set.
**This combination with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back cushions,** anthracite $808 693.208.34
**This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back cushions,** beige $728 593.237.67

**Shopping list:**
- BONDHOLMEN Armchair 2 pcs
- BONDHOLMEN Loveseat 1 pc
- BONDHOLMEN Coffee table 1 pc
- JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA or HÅLLÖ Seat cushion 24⅜×24⅜” 2 pcs
- JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA Back cushion 24⅜×17⅜”, or HÅLLÖ back cushion 24×17” 4 pcs
**All parts and prices**

**Dining**

**BONDHOLMEN Table** Seats 4 persons. Ø42½, H29½".
Gray stained 904.205.77 $149

**BONDHOLMEN Table** Seats 6 persons. L52½×W35¾×H29½".
Gray stained 104.205.62 $249

**BONDHOLMEN Console table** L43¼×W18¼×H29¾".
Can be used as an extra storage area beside your dining table, behind your outdoor sofa, by a wall or used as a room divider.
Gray stained 304.206.17 $99

**BONDHOLMEN Armchair**
Seat: W19¾×D19¾×H16½".
Gray stained 804.206.29 $69

**Suitable cushions for BONDHOLMEN armchair**

JÄRPÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so it's easier to change the look and give the cover a wash. The cover has a padded inlay that increases your seating comfort.

**JÄRPÖN Cover for chair pad** 19½×19½".
To be completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair pad 19½×19½". Sold separately.
- White 404.453.06 $15
- Anthracite 104.453.17 $15
- Brown-red 404.453.11 $15

**DUVHOLMEN Inner cushion for chair pad** 19½×19½".
Thickness 2½".
804.178.96 $10

**FRÖSÖN cushion covers** are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so it's easier to change the look and give the cover a wash.

**FRÖSÖN Cover for chair pad** 19½×19½".
To be completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair pad 19½×19½". Sold separately.
- Beige 204.129.34 $9.99
- Dark gray 604.129.46 $9.99
- Blue 704.129.41 $9.99

**DUVHOLMEN Inner cushion for chair pad** 19½×19½".
Thickness 2½".
804.178.96 $10

**KUDDARNA Chair pad** 19½×19½", Thickness 2½".
- Beige 104.179.13 $9.99
- Light blue 004.179.18 $9.99
- Gray 004.179.23 $9.99

**HÅLLÖ Chair pad** 20×20", Thickness 2½".
- Black 302.644.81 $15

**Living**

**BONDHOLMEN Armchair** W24¼×D24¼×H11½".
Gray stained 304.206.60 $95

**BONDHOLMEN Loveseat** W48½×D24¼×H11½".
Gray stained 704.206.63 $189

**Suitable cushions for BONDHOLMEN armchair and loveseat**

JÄRPÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so it's easier to change the look and give the cover a wash. Each cover has a padded inlay that increases your seating comfort.

**JÄRPÖN Cover for seat pad** 24¼×24¼".
To be completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat pad 24¼×24¼". Sold separately.
- White 104.453.22 $25
- Anthracite 204.453.31 $25
- Brown-red 204.453.26 $25

**DUVHOLMEN Inner cushion for seat pad** 24¼×24¼".
Thickness 4½".
403.918.55 $25

**JÄRPÖN Cover for back cushion** 24¼×17¼".
To be completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion, 24¼×17¼". Sold separately.
- White 604.452.92 $20
- Anthracite 504.453.01 $20
- Brown-red 704.452.96 $20

**DUVHOLMEN Inner cushion for back cushion** 24¼×17¼".
Thickness 5½".
003.918.38 $15

**FRÖSÖN cushion covers** are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so it's easier to change the look and give the cover a wash.

**FRÖSÖN Cover for seat pad** 24¼×24¼".
To be completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat pad 24¼×24¼". Sold separately.
- Beige 903.917.49 $15
- Dark gray 703.917.50 $15
- Blue 103.918.27 $15

**DUVHOLMEN Inner cushion for seat pad** 24¼×24¼".
Thickness 4½".
403.918.55 $20

**FRÖSÖN Cover for back cushion** 24¼×17¼".
To be completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion 24¼×17¼". Sold separately.
- Beige 204.129.34 $9.99
- Dark gray 604.129.46 $9.99
- Blue 704.129.41 $9.99

**DUVHOLMEN Inner cushion for back cushion** 24¼×17¼".
Thickness 5½".
003.918.38 $15

**HÅLLÖ Chair pad** 20×20", Thickness 2½".
- Black 302.644.81 $15

**Overall size:** Width×Depth×Height.
### KUDDARNA Seat pad 24⅜×24⅜". Thickness 3⅛".
- Beige: 604.111.12, $20
- Light blue: 504.111.17, $20
- Gray: 404.111.27, $20

### KUDDARNA Back cushion 24⅛×17⅜". Thickness 2⅜".
- Beige: 604.110.51, $15
- Light blue: 504.110.56, $15
- Gray: 404.110.66, $15

### HÅLLÖ Seat pad 24×24". Thickness 3".
- Black: 002.645.38, $25

### HÅLLÖ Back cushion 24×17".
- Black: 602.644.89, $15

### BONDHOLMEN Console table L43¾×W18⅛×H29⅛". Can be used as an extra storage area beside your dining table, behind your outdoor sofa, by a wall or used as a room divider.
- Gray stained: 304.206.17, $99

### BONDHOLMEN Coffee table L43¾×W23⅝×H18½".
- Gray stained: 604.206.73, $89
Protecting and caring for BONDHOLMEN

The best way to extend the life of your wooden outdoor furniture is by cleaning it regularly, not leaving it outdoors unprotected more than necessary and to re-stain it on a regular basis.

Cleaning
Wipe clean with a soft cloth dampened in water and a mild soapy solution. Wipe dry with a clean and dry cloth.

Maintenance
To prevent the surface from drying out and cracking and moisture from penetrating into the wood we recommend you to re-stain the furniture on a regular basis, for example once a year. How often you will need to do this will depend on how exposed the furniture is to the elements.

For furniture that stands in the open air, a good indication that you need to re-stain is if raindrops are absorbed directly into the wood and no longer form small beads on the surface.

TOSTERÖ Waterproof furniture covers

Covers for dining sets

TOSTERÖ Cover for furniture set L39⅜×W27½×H35⅜". Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and 2 chairs.
Black 903.050.73 $24.99

TOSTERÖ Cover for furniture set L57⅛×W47⅜". Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and as many as 4 chairs.
Black 803.050.64 $39.99

TOSTERÖ Cover for furniture set L84⅝×W41⅜". Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and as many as 6 chairs.
Black 503.050.65 $44.99

Covers for armchair and loveseat

TOSTERÖ Cover for armchairs and easy chairs L42⅞×W33½×H35⅜". Fits outdoor armchairs and easy chairs with max. width 43", max. depth 34" and max. height 35".
Black 304.279.25 $19.99

TOSTERÖ Cover for loveseat L66⅝×W34⅜×H34¼". Fits outdoor loveseats with max. width 67", max. depth 39" and max. height 34".
Black 504.279.29 $29.99

Storage bags and storage box

TOSTERÖ Storage bag for pads and cushions L24⅜×24⅜×9⅞".
Black 004.098.24 $14.99

TOSTERÖ Storage bag for pads and cushions L45⅜×W19¼×H13¾".
Black 103.050.72 $19.99

TOSTERÖ Storage box W50¾×D17⅜×H31⅛".
Black 304.114.39 $49.99

VÅRDA wood stain
To add shine and protection but no color we recommend colorless VÅRDA wood stain.

VÅRDA Wood stain, outdoor, 17 oz.
Colorless 203.331.02 $6.99

FIXA Paint brush set
702.900.82 $3.99/3pk
SERVICES

IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would like some help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider. Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

DELIVERY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and packaged so that you can take them home yourself. If you prefer, we can arrange for delivery of your purchases directly to your home or business. Same day, next day, or same week deliveries are available.

PICKING WITH DELIVERY SERVICE

We’ll collect the products on your shopping list from throughout the store and arrange to have everything delivered to your home or office. See an IKEA co-worker and tell them what you’re looking for, and they will book and print your items on a customer order. Take this order to the check-outs and pay for your purchases, both goods and services. And you’re on your way!

ASSEMBLY SERVICE

TaskRabbit offers quick and convenient assembly and mounting for your IKEA purchases. Plus, enjoy flat rate pricing created just for IKEA products.

For in-store purchases when delivery is purchased, assembly pricing is based on the value of merchandise you want assembled, excluding sales tax.

Services and prices may vary. For more information about our services, visit IKEA-USA.com/services or your local IKEA store.